INTRODUCTION
The University Sultan Zainal Abidin (UniSZA) Library Al-Luqotoh System is a sharia-compliant ‘Lost and Found’ (Al-Luqotoh) system designed based on a “One Stop Search” website. It has been implemented since 2016 to manage ‘Lost and Found’ item within the library premise. Lecturers from the Faculty of Islamic Contemporary Studies were appointed as sharia advisory panel for the project.

METHOD/OBJECTIVE:

01 ISLAMIC
To ensure that the lost and found management system in the Library is based on Islamic guidelines.

02 SYSTEMATIC
To ensure that the lost and found management system of the unclaimed items is more systematic and effective.

03 SATISFACTION
To ensure the level of user satisfaction is always high on departmental services in providing sustainable services.

04 INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY
The challenges and recommendations of the government in the national transformation agenda that moulded innovation and creativity.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT (BENEFITS ETC.)
1. The first organization implemented a sharia-compliant lost and found management system.
3. System which has duration of storage in accordance to Sharia Advisory Committee.
4. Notifications of the lost item comply with Islamic guidelines.